Fun and Simple Passport Wallet

If you’re a traveler on the go, you simply must make this fun
passport wallet! Never lose this important document in your
purse again when it’s in a bright and colorful protector. Make
this easy project on your new Baby Lock Accomplish!
Skill Level: Beginner
Created by: Diane Kron, Sewing Project Manager
Supplies:
Baby Lock® Accomplish sewing machine
1 Fat quarter for main fabric
1 Fat quarter of contrast fabric for lining
8 ¾” x 7” of buckram used for stability
8 ¾” x 7” of clear 12-gauge clear vinyl
48” of ½” wide bias binding
Madeira® Cotona thread for sewing
1 Large decorative button
Frixion marking pens
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¼” Quilting Foot
Basic sewing supplies
Instructions:
1) Set up the machine for sewing. The thread used should coordinate with the
fabrics.
2) Draw a line across the center of the buckram using the frixion pen.
3) Place the main fabric and the contrasting fabric on top of each other. Pin the
buckram to the top and cut out both fabrics ½” larger all the way around than
the buckram.
4) Place the buckram on the wrong side of the lining fabric. Pin in place. Stitch
the two together on the drawn center line on the buckram. Stitch all the way
around the outer edges of the buckram. Trim off excess fabric by cutting very
close to the stitched line. Be careful not to cut into the stitched line.
5) With wrong sides of the fabric facing each other, place the lining section on
top of the main fabric. Pin to hold in place. Stitch very close to the outer edge.
Trim off the excess fabric as in Step 4.
6) Cut two pieces from the vinyl that measure 6 5/8” x 3 ½”. Trim along the top
edge on both of the sections so that they have a slight curve. If you prefer,
you can also leave the edges straight across.
7) Bind the two top edges on the vinyl using the bias tape. Trim off the bias ends
even with the vinyl.
8) Pin the vinyl pockets over the lining section so that the opposite unbound
ends lining up with each end of the wallet.

9) Pin the pockets to the wallet.
10) Baste the pockets to the wallet close to the outer edge to hold in place.
11) Bind the around the outside edge on the wallet using the bias tape and
mitering each of the corners.

12) To create the button loop, cut a 4 ¾” length from the bias tape. Stitch along
both edges to give a nice clean edge. Fold the section in half and center the
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loop on the inside left side of the wallet so that the fold on the loop is facing
outward. To secure the loop, sew in the seam line on the wallet.

13) Sew the button to the outside on the right side of the wallet. Do not stitch
through the vinyl but catch the outer fabric only.
14) Slip your passport into the wallet and enjoy your trip!
For other exciting projects like this one, visit Baby Lock at www.babylock.com.
©2018 Baby Lock USA. This project may be freely used by individuals for non-commercial purposes. Project
instructions may not be sold or distributed without approval from Baby Lock. Baby Lock must be
acknowledged as the source of the project instructions through copyright or online link
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